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VI. On the Use of the Deer-Horn Pick in the Mining Operations of the Ancients.
By HORACE W. SANDARS, Esq., F.S.A.

Read 24th February, 1910.

IMPLEMENTS fashioned from the antler of the red deer have long been known
to have formed part of the tools with which primitive man and his successors in
much more recent times carried on the varied industries that claimed his care
and skill, enabling him to turn to good account the many products of soil and
chase which thoughtful Nature had placed at his disposal. Almost every part
of the antler was utilized; the tines being removed in order to form gouges,
punches, hand levers, and piercing instruments, while the beam, when deprived
of its tines, was cut up into sections from which adzes and such-like cutting
implements wrere formed, or hammers were devised. A useful instrument which
served as a rake, or scraper, was made from the branching points at the cup;
while a clever combination of beam and tines produced a tool which served the
double purpose of pick (or lever) and rake (or scraper). Much ingenuity was shown
in devising and considerable skill in forming such implements, but in no case is
this more evident than in that of the deer-horn pick. Generally speaking, the
pick was formed from an antler by severing the cup end and removing the bez
and the trez tines, thus leaving
the beam to form the haft and
the brow tine to form the pick
(fig. 1), while the burr remained
in position in order to give
strength to the weakest part,
the angle of intersection between
the handle and the "blade", and
to add weight to the blow. The „. ^ , . , ,. J o., ,

c . , ,, , , , rig. 1. Deer-horn pick found at Silehester.

"false brow , or undeveloped bez,
was sometimes left in place (plateXVI, no. 1), but this was rather the exception than
the rule. The upper portion of the beam or the longest point beyond the " cup "
was often left in position to form an elongation of the shaft which assisted greatly
in directing" the blow, while it added very materially to the leverage of the pick.
Fig. 1 offers a very good example of a double-handed pick with an elongated
shaft, and with blunted point and stem worn smooth by usage.
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Both shed antlers and those from the heads of slain deer were made use of;
and although the use of the former may have been the rule, I am inclined to the
opinion that the class of antler utilized depended much upon the locality where
these tools were made. The antlers of stags of different ages were brought into
service, but, generally speaking, those from fully grown animals were preferred.
The red deer, the cervus elaphtts of neolithic and even of much later times, had
far finer heads than the red deer of to-day, and some picks, as I will show later
on, must have been from antlers of colossal size. Irregular growths of the trez
tine were cleverly utilized to form implements which could be adapted to
special purposes. Some picks were intended to be used with one hand, while
others required two hands to wield them, and. others again were specially
adapted for usage by both hands in confined and narrow places. Double-handed
picks form a special feature of the tools from the flint-mines near Beauvais in
France.

Practically all the deer-horn implements which I have mentioned were
utilized by miners in ancient times; but especially by miners for flint, as I will
proceed to show.

It is only within recent years that attention has been directed to mining

operations in the Stone Age, and this probably accounts for the comparative
paucity of sources of information on this interesting branch of archaeological
study. The countries in which research has been made into this special but
important subject are confined, in so far as I am aware, to Belgium, France,
England, and the United States of America.1 I have named them in the order
of their importance with regard to the extent of the investigations carried out
and of the publication of the results obtained; but I have no doubt that further
research would show that many other centres of neolithic mining activity
exist, and that there are numerous other sites, even in our own country,
where the industry was carried on. Indeed, it is probable that closer investiga-
tion will show that the so-called "Dene-holes"' were, in many instances, but
neolithic flint-mines. There is no proof that flint nodules were mined in paleo-
lithic times, and it is only during the later neolithic period that distinct and
incontrovertible evidence of systematic mining operations by primitive man can
be found. I use the word " systematic " advisedly, because investigation over a
somewhat wide field of research has shown that mining in neolithic times was
conducted on the same fundamental principles that regulate similar operations
at the present day. The industry may be divided into two main groups, viz.
mining by " open cast", and mining by shafts and galleries. There is one other
main principle in mining which the ancients followed. They located the " vein"

1 I make no further reference to the United States as I am not aware that implements of" deer-
horn have been found in the ancient flint-mines in that country.
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" at surface " and followed it down, either as I have already mentioned, by opening
trenches on the back of the vein or deposit, or by sinking shafts and driving
galleries. They carried into effect the true practice of mining still further, for
when sinking their shafts they did so with a definite object in view, viz. to reach
a certain bed of flint which gave them the product best adapted to the manu-
facture of the particular objects to which it was to be applied. They knew before-
hand how far they would have to sink, and while sinking they passed through
and neglected the several layers of flint which they knew to be inappropriate to
their purpose; just as, in our times, a miner for coal would know the depth to
which he would have to sink his shaft before he started operations, and would
neglect the minor or inferior-quality seams which he might meet on his way
before reaching the main seam which it was his primary object to attain.

Perhaps the best example of flint-mining by " open cast" is to be found
at Obourg" in the province of Hainaut, Belgium, where several of the ancient
trenches were examined by M. E. de Munck in 1880-1886 (i).1 A typical
example measured 5 metres (16-4 feet) in length, by 6 metres (19-6 feet) wide at
the top, and from 4 to 5 metres (13-1 to 16-4 feet) at the bottom, while the depth
was 3 metres (9̂ 8 feet). Some of the trenches reached a depth of 4 metres (13-1
feet) in order to attain, in all probability, a particular layer of flint. They were
of considerable length and their preparation must have entailed much labour in
the removal of the overburden. The trenches were in close proximity to each
other, and in some cases a communication had been established between two
"open casts" by means of a gallery or tunnel, in order, most probably, to
facilitate the working of the mine and the removal of the silex. In one instance,
the tunnel measured 3 metres (108 feet) long by 1 metre (3-28 feet) high and 1
metre wide, but the latter measures must have been exceptional as, in another
instance, the tunnel was of the more normal height of 70 centimetres (2 feet 9
inches) and 60 centimetres (2 feet) in width. The neolithic miner, like his successor
of to-day, only did just sufficient work underground to enable him to get, and
often with great discomfort, to where he wanted to go. The trenches had been
filled in of old with the debris usual in such cases, viz. with blocks of chalk, sand,
and clay (the " spoil" probably from the neighbouring trench), with which were
intermingled objects in partly worked flint, bones of animals, much-worn deer-
horn picks and other mining implements. The sides of the open casts showed
unmistakable traces of the usage of these implements, a large number and a con-
siderable variety of which were also found in the old workings. It is, however,
a remarkable fact that mining tools made from flint do not appear to have been
used in these mines, as they undoubtedly were in the flint-mines at Spiennes
and elsewhere. Among the deer-horn implements found were pickaxes, single-

1 These numbers, (i), etc., refer to the bibliographical references at the end of this paper.
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(fig. 2) and double-handed (fig. 3); rakes (fig. 4); and a combined tool forming
a rake at one end and a pick or lever at the other (fig. 5). The neolithic miner

Fig. 2. Single-handed deer-horn pick.

Fig. 3. Double-handed deer-horn pick.

Fig. 4. Deer-horn rake. Fig. 5. Deer-horn rake and lever combined.

gave a "batter" or slope to the sides of the excavations in which he was
working in order to ensure their stability; but that he was not always successful



Fig. 6. Deer-horn pick found with the
skeleton of a miner at Obourg.
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in achieving his object is shown by the discovery of the skeleton of a miner in the
ancient Obourg workings by M. E. de Munck in
1891. He was employed in driving a connecting
gallery or "cross-cut", when he cut into a " pocket"
of sand, or pot-hole, which "ran in" upon him and
buried him with his tools (2). He was using, as was
to be expected in view of the confined space in
which he was working, a single-handed deer-horn
pick, cut from the cup end of an antler which was
very flat in the beam. The tines were well de-
veloped though somewhat irregular in form.
Fig. 6 gives an illustration of this pick, which
shows distinct signs of wear. It is possible that
the bifurcating points had been left in place
(cf. plate XVI, no. 6) and were broken off subse-
quently to the accident, as a complete implement
of that form has been found in other workings at
Obourg.

I am indebted to Dr. E. Houze of Brussels
for the following description of this skeleton:

The Obourg man was sub-brachycephalic (c. i. 8o-o) and platyrrhine; his stature,
estimated from the long bones, was 155 m. (5 ft. 1 in.). Viewed in norma verticalls, the
parietal bosses occupy exactly the same position as in the case of the brachycephals of the
series which I examined at Hastiere. The femur is platymeric, and has a hypotrochan-
teric fossa and a third trochanter. The tibia is platycnemic and the head is retroverted.

I might mention here that the skeleton of another neolithic miner was dis-
covered at Strepy, in Belgium, in 1905, accompanied by a child of about five
years old. In this case the miner was working on a bank of dark flint nodules
at the bottom of a trench about 3 metres (10 feet) deep, when the side gave way
and buried the victims (2). A fine single-handed deer-horn pick still lay close to
the miner's hand; and another deer-horn implement, probably used for levering
up the nodules, was found close by; while a very good specimen of a two-handed
pick, which the miner had evidently used, was discovered in another part of the
trench. The bank of flint mined was the fourth from the surface, and the last
in the chalk of the district. In this instance the cranium was decidedly brachy-
cephalic, the lower jaws were powerful, and the teeth were worn to a flat surface,
a characteristic of the neolithic populations of that part of Belgium. Some of
the teeth had been destroyed by disease, which had even extended to and affected
the bone of the lower jaw.1

1 These skeletons and the implements found with them are to be seen at the Natural History
Museum in Brussels.

VOL. LXII.
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As was usual in such cases the mining activity at Obourg was accompanied
by a separate industry, which consisted in working up the flint nodules at surface
into different forms, and manufacturing therefrom the varied weapons and im-
plements which are characteristic of the neolithic period; and traces of many of
the sites of such " factories " have been found in the neighbourhood of neolithic
mines. They afford at Obourg a very good example of the directness of purpose
in the mining operations of the ancients, since it is evident that the bank of silex
mined produced a flint peculiarly adapted to the manufacture of fine and long
knives and of scrapers, but not to other implements, such as axes, etc. Indeed,
one of the few polished axes found here proved to have been manufactured ot
flint from Spiennes (i, p. 349).

It is to Spiennes that we must turn for the best-known examples of neolithic
mining, which have been so carefully examined and so often published that they
may be said to have become historic. These mines were first noticed by M. C.
Malaise (4 and 7) in 1866, who mentions that they were discovered while the
very same bank of silex which was utilized by neolithic miners was being worked
for the supply of a neighbouring pottery. The old galleries produced a large
quantity of partly worked flints, as well as a deer-horn pick and parts of a human
skeleton. It was only in 1867, however, at the time of the construction of the
railway from Mons to Charleroi, that the neolithic mining district of Spiennes
could be carefully studied and reported upon. This was done by MM. Cornet
and Briard (5), and they were followed in 1887 by MM. Baron de Loe and E. de
Munck, who again examined the field (6).

Neolithic mining was carried on at Spiennes by two distinct methods, viz.
by means of galleries driven in from the sloping surface of the ground where
it falls away to the river Trouille (10), and by shafts sunk from the surface of the
plateau above (6). The galleries were driven in the chalk and on the upper
surface of the bank of flints which formed the objective of these ancient mining

operations, and outcropped on the side of the hill. They yielded the usual
evidence of the period of their construction and the purpose for which they
were made in the form of partly worked flints and of deer-horn picks. It is
possible, and indeed probable, as MM. de Pauw and Van Overloop have men-
tioned, that these galleries indicate an earlier period in the development of the
flint-implement industry than the shaft mines in the same district; and I venture
the opinion that the proofs of age, when considered from a purely mining point
of view, and as deduced from the evidence of the methods pursued, point to the
conclusion that the open casts at Obourg preceded the galleries at Spiennes, and
that it was only in later neolithic times that experience in mining and the know-
ledge of the conditions under which it could best be undertaken and safely
carried on, led to the more scientific methods of sinking by shafts and of extend-
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ing in all directions the underground workings. The shafts at Spiennes are
scattered over a surface of more than sixty acres, almost entirely covered with
the debris of the neolithic workshops, which is three feet deep in places. It
has so rarely happened that such a large number of shafts has been disclosed
in so relatively small a space that I reproduce in fig. 7 a section of the railway

Fig. 7. Section of the eastern portion of the railway cutting at Spiennes, showing the position of the
shafts and galleries. Scale, 1-500.

cutting at Spiennes, taken from the Cornpte rendu of the Congres international
d'Anthropologie et dArcheologie prehistoriques, 6e session, Brussels, 1892. This
shows ten shafts, almost in line, and the galleries with which they were
connected. The object in sinking these shafts was to attain the sixth layer
of flint in the underlying cretaceous deposit, and the neolithic prospector
proceeded on his task in a miner-like and eminently practical manner. He was
quite well aware, from the evidence afforded by the old adit workings, that he
would have to go down to the sixth layer of silex, which alone offered those
properties of cleavage and qualities of texture which permitted of its being
worked to good purpose after it had been won. He also knew that in order to
reach that bank he would have to sink through a considerable depth of over-
burden, composed of quaternary and tertiary deposits, before he could expect to
reach the chalk; and that his labour would not even then be finished, as he would
have to continue to sink through harder material and through several layers of
flint before he could reach his final goal. As a matter of fact he sank his shaft
through

1-50 m. ( 5 feet) of alluvial deposits.
4 00 „ (13 „ ) „ quaternary gravels.
I-5° )> ( 5 ,, ) ,, a deposit of water-worn pebbles and debris, in which the remains

of the mammoth and of the rhinoceros, as well as paleolithic
implements, are found.

250 ,, ( 8 „ ) ,, tertiary greensand before reaching the chalk (5, p. 290).

95O „ (3i „ )•

At another spot in the neighbourhood the neolithic miner went through more
than 10 metres (32-8 feet) of quaternary deposit before reaching the bank of flint

p 2
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he was sinking for, which lay in this case on the top of the chalk, and the exis-
tence of which could not even be suspected at surface.

Fig. 8 represents a typical shaft as
sunk under the conditions that pre-
vailed in Belgium and elsewhere on
the Continent, and in accordance with
the mining principles of later neolithic
times. The practice in Britain, as I
will show later on, appears to have dif-
fered in detail, and points, I think, to
somewhat less advanced methods of
mining. The usual procedure was as
follows : operations were commenced,
at a convenient point at surface, by
making an excavation as nearly cir-
cular as possible, about 80 centimetres
(32 inches) to 1 metre (39 inches) in
diameter, through the surface soil (A),
which is supposed to be 50 centimetres
(20 inches) deep, and then through
three metres (9-8 feet) (B) of loam and
clay until the chalk (C) was reached. At
this point the work would become
harder and care would have to be ex-
ercised when the layers of flint were
passed through to prevent the nodules
from subsequently becoming loosened
and falling down the shaft; but sinking

would be continued until the fifth layer of flint (D) was reached at some 12 metres
(about 40 feet) from surface. Here the exploitation, properly so called, of the
mine would begin, the first operation being to widen out the bottom of the shaft
so as to form a chamber E, about 1-20 to 1-50 metres (4 to 5 feet) high and about
250 to 3 metres (6-5 to 10 feet) in diameter. It is from this chamber that the
different galleries or workings radiated. The orifice of the shaft was also widened
out to about 2 metres (65 feet) and the sides, for a short distance down, were given
a batter in order to facilitate work at the top of the shaft and to lessen the risk
of the ground becoming detached and falling on the men below.

The sides of the shaft were not always parallel nor were they always vertical,
but it is indeed remarkable how even and straight they were frequently made.
The neolithic miner who was occupied in shaft-sinking worked in a very confined

Fig. 8. Section of a neolithic shaft. Scale, I-IO.
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space, sometimes not more than 60 centimetres or 80 centimetres in width (about
24 or 32 inches) (5); and that he went down to nearly 12 metres (40 feet) under

Fig. 9. Neolithic flint-mines at Champignolles. Fig. 10. Continuation of fig. 9.

STiP

such conditions speaks well for his skill as a craftsman. Fig. 9 shows, in a photo-
graph which I took in July 1909, the section of a vertical shaft at Champignolles
(11) near Serifontaine in the Departement de l'Oise in France,
with the chamber at its base. The depth of the shaft was in this
instance about 5 65 m. (18-5 feet). The different banks of flint
through which the miner passed before reaching the workable
deposit can be distinctly seen.

Fig. 10, from a photograph taken in close proximity to the
shaft in fig. 9, shows the quaternary deposit of loam mingled with
fragments of flint through which the miner would, in places, have
to pass while shaft-sinking before he could reach the chalk which
held the nodules he was making for. '

Generally speaking the form of the neolithic shaft and chamber Fig. IIt unguen.

°f a neolithicmay be compared to that of a bottle with a long neck, or to a Roman
glass unguentarium (fig. 11) (12). The chamber at the bottom of
the shaft has been a puzzle to many, but its purpose can be easily explained. It was
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excavated in order to give room for developing the mine and to enable several
miners to work simultaneously (13) on the bank of flint, whereas one man only
could work in the shaft; and a space was required to permit of their dealing
with the chalk excavated from the galleries and for handling the nodules and
sending them up to the surface. The deer-horn pick was certainly used for shaft-
sinking as well as other tools. At Spiennes and Champignolles, flint imple-
ments in the form of picks (fig". 12) were also employed, both for sinking and
for dressing or removing asperities from the sides of the shaft (6, p. 4), a
thoroughly miner-like proceeding. These picks were either hafted into a deer-horn
handle, or used in the hand after the sharp edges had been removed. But the real

work in the mine was carried on by means of the
galleries which radiated from the central chamber.
These were at times as many as six or seven in
number (14), and in them as many miners could
work concurrently if desired. The galleries were
usually about 60 to 80 centimetres high (24 to 32
inches), and of about the same width when driven
in a definite direction with the object of reaching
a new field of operations or of communicating with
a neighbouring shaft. In other words, they were
just and only just large enough to permit of a
miner working within them. The neolithic miner
wasted no time or energy in doing more than the
minimum amount of work necessary to enable him
to attain the object he had in view; just as the
Roman miner did, and the miner who followed him ;
and just as his congener of to-day would do and
does when left to his own devices. The galleries
were usually driven in chalk or solid ground, while
the"sole"or floorwas formed by the bed of flints to be
worked; and they gradually opened out in width so

as to offer a wider field of operations, care being taken to leave a barrier or wall of
chalk between the galleries and workings so as to serve as a support for the roof.
Sometimes, however, the galleries were driven " into the country'', and working
chambers were opened out from them on either side. Fig. 13 gives a diagram-
matical illustration of the ground plan of a neolithic flint-mine, showing the
converging and diverging galleries, and the different forms they took. It has
been composed partly from personal observation of ancient workings, and partly,
indeed mostly, from illustrations in various works which deal with this special
subject. The figures refer to the sources that have been drawn upon for the illus-

Fig. 12. Flint picks from Spiennes.
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tration, while " S " = a shaft, " P " = a pit, and "W" = the so-called "windows" or
ventilating openings.

It is in these galleries and old workings that the greater part of the mining
tools are found. They are of more different kinds and more varied in form than
the implements found in the shafts, but the deer-horn pick always predominates
as the tool par excellence of the neolithic miner; and several of these are illus-
trated on plate XVI.

No. i is a very finespecimen from
Grimes Graves. No. 2 is from Obourg.
In this instance the trez tine has been
utilized, and the " scars " left by the
flint-saw used for severing the beam
can be distinctly seen. No. 3, from
Obourg in Belgium, is a remarkable
specimen, in that it is formed of
the cup and points from the upper
part of a gigantic antler and that the
lower point has been "bevelled" so
as to form a chisel or cutting edge.
No. 4 is a heavy pick from Obourg.
No. 5 is an exceptionally fine ex-
ample from Spiennes in Belgium,
made from the antler of a slain stag.
The back of the implement has been .
used, at the burr end, as a hammer.
Such was also the case with another
specimen from Grimes Graves, as can
distinctly be seen in fig. 15. Nos. 6,
7, and 8 are from Champignolles in
France. No. 6, again, has been formed
from the run end of nn antipr andII Om me CUp ena 01 an antler, ana

shows traces of long usage at the
point. I he terminating tines were
probably utilized as a hoe or rake, or as a lever for dislodging the nodules
of flint in the mine. • In nos. 7 and 8, which were both cut from the top of an
antler, the end of the shaft or uppermost point was left in position, as frequently
happened at Champignolles, thus rendering the pick an exceptionally useful
double-handed implement, as I have already explained. Speaking generally, the
deer-horn picks found in neolithic workings were abandoned because they were
worn out, and in many cases the effects of long usage can be distinctly seen on

Fig. 13. Ground plan of neolithic mines.
A = Puits prehistoriques de Nointel (16). B = Grimes

£rav?f i1^- c, D> E > F = cissbury Camp (17,18, and 19).
G = Puits de Valennes (15). S = shaft. W = window.
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DEER-HORN PICKS FROM FLINT-MINES
i. From Grimes Graves, Wceting, Norfolk.

2, 3, 4. Obourg, Belgium. Musee Royal d'Histoire Naturelle, Brussels.
5. Spiennes, Belgium. Musees Royaux du Cinquantenaire, Brussels.

6, 7, 8. Champignolles, near Serifontaine, Oise, France. Collection of Dr. Baudon, Depute de l'Oise, Beauvais.
Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1910
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the shaft, worn smooth by friction in the hands of the miner. In the galleries
and chambers other tools than the deer-horn pick were used to loosen the blocks
of chalk, to dislodge the nodules of flint, to free them from the gangue, and to
break them into smaller and more serviceable sizes, and even to dress them into
rough-shaped implements before sending them up to the surface. Several of these
tools, which were varied in form to suit the many purposes to which they were
applied, are illustrated on plate XVII, while all were made from the antler of the
red deer or animal bones except no. 9. No. 1 was made from a tine, and was
used as a wedge and for loosening the layers of chalk and separating the blocks of
flint from the bed. No. 4, made from part of the beam of an antler with a tine
inserted transversely to form the pick, was used for driving the gallery in confined
spaces and for picking out the nodules from the bed. No. 2 was a hammer
used for driving in the tine wedges to loosen the blocks of chalk or flint, while
no. 3 may have been used for levering them out; no. 5, from an antler, probably
served as a haft for a flint-mining implement. No. 6 was used as a hammer for
loosening the gangue from the nodules and for breaking them up. Nos. 7 and 8,
made from the metacarpal bones of a horse, may have been employed as wedges
for loosening the chalk or for fashioning flint implements. No. 9 is a remarkable
tool. It is a stone hatchet of basalt found by the Rev. W. Greenwell in Grimes
Graves," and the marks of its cutting-edge were plentiful on the chalk sides of the
gallery in which it was discovered" (13). A similar implement (a polished stone
axe of andesite) has been found in the neolithic flint-mines at Mur du Barrez in
France (32).

I have already referred to the method employed in opening up a neolithic
mine by means of galleries or chambers radiating from, or connected with, a
central chamber at the bottom of a shaft. The different workings were separated,
as I have already pointed out, by walls of undisturbed chalk of irregular shape
and varying thicknesses, with the object of sustaining the roof, and so preventing
the collapse of the galleries, etc.; but the neolithic miner knew full well that such
precautions might eventually not prove to be sufficient, and he was wont to
make his mine sjtill safer by filling up the galleries with chalk and debris brought
from the neighbouring workings, just as a modern miner fills the " stopes " or
working chambers with mine-rubble to-day (21, 13). The filling- in many
instances consisted largely of flint chips and of partially worked flint implements,
proving that a certain amount of preparatory or fashioning work was done
underground. Many used and discarded mining tools have been found inter-
mingled with the fillings. The shafts were treated in the same way, although,
in all probability, not altogether for the same reason. They were filled with
rubble and debris extracted from the neighbouring shafts, often in the order in
which they were extracted (21), a very practical and simple method of disposing
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NEOLITHIC MINING IMPLEMENTS

Nos. i, 6, 7. Cissbury, Sussex (17)
Nos. 5 & 8. Mesvin, Belgium (20)

Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1910

Nos. 2, 3, 4. Nointel, Departement de l'Oise, France (16)
No. 9. Grimes Graves, Norfolk (13)
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of the waste from other mines. Deer-horn picks showing signs of wear have
often been found among the shaft fillings, which not infrequently comprise flint
chips and wasters from the adjacent factory as well, also the bones of animals
and pieces of broken pottery and other rubbish from the neighbouring mining
settlement. I have endeavoured to show the normal character of the filling of
a shaft in fig. 8, based, in this instance again, on the results of investigations
carried out in different parts of Europe.

Another form of mine implement has been found in Britain, viz. the scapula
of the bos louglfrons, which was evidently used as a shovel for clearing away
the chalk loosened from the galleries or for filling baskets with flint nodules
or fragments. Some doubt has been expressed as to whether scapulae were
employed for such purposes, but further and convincing proof of such usage
has recently been afforded by the in-
vestigations carried out by Mr. H. St.
George Gray at Avebury, where simi-
lar implements in association with deer-
horn picks have been found at the bottom
of the deep ditch that surrounded the
monument.

Another tool of a special character
has been discovered in the flint-mines at
Champignolles (11) in France in associa-
tion with deer-horn picks. It is in the
form of a hatchet, being probably hafted,
a n d WOUld p r o v e tO b e a Very efficient Fig. I4. Flint-mining implements from Champignolles.i
tool for driving a gallery in the chalk.
It is the middle object in fig. 14, while to the left is a flint pick, which would
also in all probability be hafted, and on the right a pick to be used in the
hand, the " asperities having been removed by hammering so that the elongated
portion formed a (convenient) shaft or handle " (22). These picks were used for
dressing down the sides of the shafts and galleries, as I have already pointed
out, as well as for separating the flint nodules from the chalk or gangue. A similar
hatchet was found at Grimes Graves, and is now in the British Museum.

The method employed by the neolithic miner for drawing the flint and
" rock " to the surface has not been clearly determined. It is possible that in the
wider pits or shafts which appear to have been the practice in Britain the
"stuff" may have been thrown up from ledge to ledge, but this could not have
been so in the case of narrow shafts, and there is no doubt that a cord made of

1 From the collection of Dr. Baudon, Depute de FOise, Beauvais, France.
VOL. LXII. Q
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fibre or grass, such as is used in Spain to-day, was employed for raising material
from the bottom of the pits. Indeed, distinct traces of such usage have been
discovered at Spiennes in Belgium (6), where an "enormous block of chalk",
with two lateral grooves for the attachment of the cord, was found in the filling
of a shaft.

Neither have the methods employed by the flint-miner for descending and
ascending the shafts been satisfactorily demonstrated. It may be assumed that
in the larger pits in Britain, and where there were stages, the miner would hoist
himself from step to step by means of a rope; but this, again, could not have
been the case in the deep and narrow shafts of the Continent. He could only,
in such instances, have clambered up a rope or been hauled up to the surface.

—/:^^^>lS?5

Fig. 15. Section of ancient mines at Spiennes.

Footholds on the sides of the shaft would have greatly aided the operation,
and, indeed, have obviated the use of a rope; but they do not appear to have
been observed in any instance that I am aware of. There was, however, another
very simple means of ingress and egress which would, in all probability, be
employed in some districts (namely, by means of inclined, as opposed to vertical
shafts), such as those that have been found at Champignolles in the De"partement
de FOise in France, and of which there is a well-known instance at Spiennes in
Belgium. The above illustration (fig. 15), taken from the report of the Congres
international d'Anthropologie et d'Archeologie prehistoriques, 1868 (5), shows,
to the right of the vertical shaft, a much wider approach to the mine, amounting
almost to an inclined plane; and as many of the underground workings were
connected, the miners would have had no difficulty in making their way to A
and using the shaft for entering or leaving the mine.

The method employed in lighting the flint-mines has given rise to much
controversy, and opinions have been expressed that artificial light was not
employed, but this would only have been the case in exceptional instances where
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the workings were restricted in extent and in close proximity to a very large
shaft or pit.

The galleries and chambers were in most cases too far removed from the
shafts and too extensive to admit of the penetration of the light of day through
the opening of the shaft above, and some form of artificial illuminant must have
been employed. It may have taken the form of resinous torches, as was the case
in Spain in a more recent phase of mining with the deer-horn pick, as I will
show later on; or of cups or lamps made of chalk, which were filled with grease
and furnished with a wick. I know of no case where the remains of torches
have been found in flint-mines, but it is otherwise with the lamp, and we owe
it to that careful investigator and conscientious recorder of facts, Dr. Greenwell,
that there is at any rate one well-authenticated instance of a neolithic lamp
having been found in position. Four such lamps were discovered during his
investigations at Grimes Graves, " one in a pit, and others in the galleries, in one
case placed upon a ledge of chalk just in the proper position for throwing light
upon the place being worked" (13). There is, moreover, another reason why
artificial light must have been used in these often deep and extensive mines. As
I have already mentioned, the shafts were sunk to the top of a bed of flints, and
there the workings began. The miner worked the bed that was under his feet,
or, to use a mining expression, in the " sole " of his level, and in some cases, as
at Spiennes for instance, the bed has been found to be 50 centimetres (20 inches)
deep (6). Care was necessary to remove the nodules properly, and this could
not have been done in darkness or in semi-darkness.

The number and the close proximity of the shafts in a flint mining-field has
often been a matter of surprise and wonder to investigators, but in this instance
again the neolithic miner worked methodically and with a thorough knowledge
of his trade; for numerous shafts, although representing a considerable amount
of " dead-work ", greatly facilitated the development of the mines by providing
ventilation for the workings, by extending the field of underground operations,
and by expediting the delivery of the production to surface. Even in much later
periods the sinking of multiple shafts was one of the features of practical mining,
and it may indeed be said to have been a common practice in Roman times, while,
in our own days, miners have a tendency to multiply shafts where scientific
practices do not prevail. There are indeed instances where they deliberately do
so even to-day, as the following extract from the Rev. J.W.Hayes's very interesting
monograph on Dene-holes (23, p. 64) will show. Mr. Hayes quotes Mr. Darwin's
report, which is directly based upon Mr. Charles Dawson's study on "Ancient and
Modern Dene-holes and their makers" published in the Geographical Magazine
in 1898:

The whole of this area (Brightling in Sussex) is covered with countless thousands of
pits. . . . The workmen who with their forefathers have been accustomed to this industry

Q2
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(procuring limestone) perform the work with wonderful celerity. They sink a well 3 or
4 feet in diameter through blue and brown shales until limestone, 40 sometimes 50 or
60 feet from the surface, is reached. The cavity above the stone is then belled out, and
four small arched lateral chambers are dug out at four equidistant points. . . . While the
last pieces of stone are being removed from the pit, one of the men commences another
shaft about 6 yards away . . . this way occupies less time (than mining), is less expensive,
and the men work on the same general design because they know by experience that it
is a safe one. Indeed, the whole operation of digging a well and getting out the stone
is only a matter of a few days, and then they fill one pit with the debris of another.

The close analogy between the methods of mining as practised to-day by the
searcher for limestone and those of the neolithic flint-miner of several millenniums
ago is indeed remarkable.

I have thus far referred to the use of the deer-horn pick in mining operations
on the Continent, where researches in the interesting field of neolithic mining
have been pursued more extensively and actively than in England; but all the
evidence forthcoming points to its having also been the principal implement
employed in excavating shafts and driving galleries in the flint-mines of Britain.
The best known neolithic flint-mines in England are those at Grimes Graves near
Weeting in Norfolk and at Cissbury in Sussex; the former of which were inves-
tigated by Dr. Greenwell in 1869, a nd the latter by Mr. E. H. Willett, Col. Lane
Fox, and others in 1873—7. A considerable number of deer-horn picks and
other tools, similar to those which were in use on the Continent, were found in
both places, Dr. Greenwell having discovered no less than seventy-nine of such
picks in the restricted area which he investigated (13). There is, however, one
feature which distinguishes the flint-mines in Britain from those in Gaul, viz.
the greater dimensions of the shafts. At Cissbury the shaft cleared out by
Mr. Willett measured nearly 19 feet at the mouth and 12*- feet at a depth of
15 feet, while the shafts or pits at Grimes Graves are described as circular
and varying in diameter from 20 to 65 feet. The pit opened was "rather
under the medium size, being 28 feet (about 9 metres) in diameter at the
mouth, and gradually narrowing to a width of 12 feet at the bottom, which
is 39 feet below the surface" (13, p. 423). It is difficult to account for the size
of the shafts in Britain. They would offer the advantage of better ventilation,
and more light would reach the lower working through them, but, on the
other hand, they represented a much larger amount of "dead-work" than the
narrower shafts in Gaul, and the only logical inference to be made from them is
that the art of mining in neolithic times was less advanced in this country than
it was in many places on the other side of the Channel. Dr. Greenwell states, as
the result of his careful observations, that (13, p. 426) "the principal instrument
used both in sinking the shaft and in working the galleries was a pick made from
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the antler of the red deer, numerous examples of which were found in the shaft
at various depths and in the galleries ". It was at the end of a gallery, 20 feet
8 inches from its mouth, that Dr. Greenwell found two
picks in the position in which they had been left by
the ancient flint-miners, in front of two hollows extend-
ing beyond the chalk face of the end of the gallery.
Fig. 16 represents one of these very picks, which is
not only interesting from its associations but also from
the fact that it bears unmistakable evidence at the
back of the burr of use as a hammer.

But although there was a marked difference be-
tween the methods of shaft-sinking in the neolithic flint-
mines in Britain and in Gaul, there were remarkable
points of similarity in other respects, and in none more
so, perhaps, than in the provision of a small pit or
trench in the chalk at the bottom of the shaft, such
as has been observed at Cissbury and was the rule
at Champignolles in France. It is difficult to con-
jecture its use, as Mr. Willett points out (14), but it is
possible that it may have served to collect the rain
water which must have found its way into the shaft,
especially when the workings were situated on the side
of a declivity.

I have so far dealt with the use of the deer-horn
pick in connexion with neolithic flint-mining, and in
no instance has any object of bronze been found in the working or fillings of
galleries or shafts. That the mines were in exploitation during different phases
of the neolithic period is probable, as I have already pointed out when compar-
ing the workings at Spiennes and at Obourg in Belgium, and as M. Rutot so
ably demonstrates (22) in his study of the same districts, when he compares the
fauna found in the workings, and shows that those at Obourg were " wild" (tine
fanne sauvage), while those at Spiennes were domestic ides especes dowestiques), and
as Mr. Willett considers to have been the case in the Cissbury and Grimes Graves
mines (14). But be that as it may, the mines and the picks were undoubtedly of
the Stone Age.

The employment of the deer-horn pick was, however, not confined to mining
for flint. It was also employed, as I will show, in prehistoric calcite, copper, salt,
and tin mining.

It has been found at Furfooz in the province of Namur in Belgium in old
workings from which calcite had been obtained for the purpose, principally, of

Fig. 16. Deer-horn pick from
Grimes Graves.
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mixing it with the clay employed in the neighbourhood in the manufacture of
pottery. Two parallel veins of calcium carbonate were worked by the open-cast
method, and from the calcite extracted the most suitable portions were selected
and then broken up by hammering with a deer-horn implement, or with stone

mauls, to the size required for admixture
with the clay. The pottery (fig. 17) was
very coarse in texture and simple in
form. In some of the fragments found,
there were the distinct impressions of
grains of barley. The tools which were
found associated with the deer-horn pick
in flint-mining, such as the rake, the
hammer, and the wedge, have also been
found at Furfooz, and are illustrated on
plate XVII I. No. 1 is a pick, no. 2 a rake,
and nos. 3 and 4 show distinct traces of
having been used as mallets for breaking
up the lumps of calcite; while no. 6 was
employed as a wTedge or gad for levering
them out of the vein.

Fig. 17. Pottery showing fragments of calcite. T h e example of the use of the deer-

horn pick in connexion with mining for tin occurs in our own country, where a
fine and interesting specimen was discovered, about 100 years ago, at Carnon in
Cornwall, some " 30 or 40 feet below the surface, lying on the tin-bearing stratum
(of the stream tin) associated with human skulls, deer horns, and a wooden shovel".
The" deer horns"were probably the usual gads or wedges, and the association of the
pick with those implements would point to their having been employed in mining
operations, although the presence of human skulls is somewhat difficult to
explain. The pick differs in construction from any which I have hitherto described,
since it is composed of two portions instead of being all of a piece as in all
other cases. The beam, which apparently formed part of a shed antler, was
stripped of all its tines and then perforated at the base just above the burr, and
through the perforation a tine or small antler was inserted and probably fixed
in place by a cord, thus forming, with its haft and blade, a true pick as we under-
stand the implement in our days. Mr. R. N. Worth (34), who describes this
pick, attributes the [tin] mining operation in Cornwall to the earliest days of
the European bronze period, but it is quite possible that this tool may have been
employed after the neolithic and during the bronze period. A mining tool
constructed on similar lines, which was found at Nointel in France, is illustrated
on plate XVII, no. 4.
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The next phase of the use of the deer-horn pick came to light in connexion
with very early and undoubtedly prehistoric copper (or possibly cobalt) mining in
northern Spain. A fortunate though logical deduction from a casually observed
freak of nature led to the discovery of an ancient mine in September, 1888 (24).
Mr. Van Straalen, the manager of the neighbouring mines of Mieres, in the
Aramo range of mountains in the province of Oviedo in the north of Spain,
noticing that the leaves of a tree were violently agitated on a day when there
was no wind or movement of the atmosphere, investigated the cause, and found
it in a current of air which proceeded from an " Old man's " shaft; and further
research led to the discovery of most interesting old workings, consisting of
a number of small vertical shafts, leading to a series of galleries of considerable
extent in which pillars had been left, as in true mining practice, to support the
roof. The several veins of copper ore, in a dolomite formation, had been followed
by the prehistoric miner, who left on the walls of his galleries and in the filling
of his workings unmistakable evidence of the implements he used and the
methods he employed in mining the precious metal. His attention was, in all
probability, first attracted by native copper, or by rich nodules of black oxide
of copper (containing perhaps 72 per cent, of metal) in the outcrop of the vein,
which he followed down and worked in a miner-like manner. He was not, however,
always fortunate in his precautions for preventing accidents, and it occurred at
the Aramo copper-mines in Spain, as in the neolithic flint-mines at Obourg in
Belgium, that a fall of roof or a " run-in " of the levels buried the miner with his
tools, who thus involuntarily provided unquestionable evidence of the implements
he used in his trade. One of the most important of these was, again, the deer-horn
pick, of which one is illustrated on plate XVIII, no. 5. The deer-horn hoe, or rake,
was also employed (plate XVIII, no. 9), while the beam with the burr of the stag's
antler (plate XVIII, no. 7) was used as a hammer for breaking up the mineral
underground. But besides the deer-horn tools the prehistoric Spanish miner, like
his neolithic congener in other parts of Europe, used stone implements for driving
his galleries, tines of the deer for dislodging the mineral from the gangue or vein,
and stone hammers or mauls for breaking it up. The galleries were very narrow,
and showed by their walls, polished by the frequent passage of the miners, that
they were long in use. The ore, which was broken or pounded into small frag-
ments, was taken to the surface in wooden hods to which a leather ring or handle
was fixed to allow of their being dragged along the ground in very narrow
places. In many cases the workings were filled with sterile rock, just as in the
case of the neolithic mine, to prevent their caving in. The question of lighting
the workings can, in the case of the Aramo mines, be definitely determined. It
took the form of fire-sticks or torches of resinous wood which were inserted into
lumps of clay fixed to the sides of the gallery, a method which, as I will show,
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was also employed in the prehistoric salt-mines near Salzberg, where, again, the
deer horn was used.

Another prehistoric copper-mine, now known as the Milagro mine, was dis-
covered at Cangas de Onis, not very far from Mieres, where similar methods and
similar implements were employed. Indeed, the deer-horn pick, the axe, and the
hammer or mallet have been actually found in this mine.

There were distinct evidences in the case of both these mines of the treat-
ment of the ore on the spot and of its reduction to some form of metallic copper;
but as the Romans also discovered the prehistoric workings and extensively
developed the Alamo mine, care is necessary in distinguishing between the results
of their smelting operations and those of their predecessors. In the instance of

the Milagro mine, however, the case is
different, as copper (or bronze) axes of an
early form (fig. 18) have actually been found
in the prehistoric workings. This fact points
to the exploitation of the mine in the early
Bronze Age, but while the employment of
metal was still rare and unusual; and I offer
the opinion that the deduction to be drawn

Fig. 18. Copper or bronze axe from Milagro mine, f r O m t h e extensive USe of the deer-hom pick
sPain and other horn and stone implements in

both mines, is that they were originally worked by miners who sought the copper,
perhaps in its native form, for the purposes of trade or barter, and that they only
subsequently learned to make direct use of it for their own purposes. I think,
moreover, the deduction is fair that the workings at Alamo, where no metal
objects or traces of them were found, date from an earlier period of prehistoric
mining than those at Cangas de Onis whence the metal axes came.

I will now turn to a central European district and to a later period, in all
probability, for still further evidence of the use of the deer-horn pick in prehistoric
mining. In this case salt was the object of the venture, and very extensive
workings for obtaining it were carried out in very early times at Salzberg near
Hallstatt in the Austrian Tyrol. The tools and apparatus utilized were naturally
of a higher order than those discovered in the sites to which I have already
referred, and point to a much advanced stage in the art of mining and in general
culture; but the deer-horn pick remained, nevertheless, one of the principal tools
employed. Part of the beam and burr of an antler pick and the head of another
pick are illustrated on plate XVII I , nos. 8 and 9. They were found in the Kaiser
Joseph Stollen (27, p. 125) together with other implements, among which were
a stone gad or wedge, and a portion of a copper or bronze pick; whence it is
evident that in the case of the Salzberg mines in Austria, as in that of the Cangas



Fig. 19.
Metal pick.
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de Onis mines in Spain, metal tools were employed contemporaneously with im-
plements of deer horn and stone.

The type of metal pick is particularly interesting. It is pyramidal
in form, and consists of an elongated socket (fig. 19), which was fixed
at right angles to a wooden haft by means of a wedge-shaped cross-
piece of wood, with the result that it formed an implement (fig. 20)
closely resembling in form and purport the deer-horn pick from
which it was probably derived. The stone gad was of similar form.

Bronze axes, spades, and
other utensils of wood, as
well as sacks of hide for
transporting the salt and
the remains of clothing,
were found in the mines
in association with deer-
horn tools.

The salt-mines were approached
by shafts, and as the prehistoric work-
ings extend in depth to 600 feet in
places (25, p. 41; 27, p. 125) it is obvious
that artificial light must have been

employed, and in this instance, as in that of the Alamo mines in Spain, torches of
resinous wood were used, the
remnants of which are found in
great numbers in the ancient
workings (fig. 21).

But the deer-horn pick was
not used exclusively in mining
operations in prehistoric times.
It was also employed in agricul-
ture (33), and it was probably in
general use as an implement for
digging and excavating. A large
number have been found (in 1908)
at the bottom of the deep fosse at
Avebury (28). Indeed, we find the
pick still inusein Romano-British
times, examples having been dis-
covered at Woodyates (29) and at Silchester (fig. 1). The latest discoveries are
those at Maumbury Rings near Dorchester, where the excavations carried out by

Fig. 20. Hafted metal pick.

Fig. 21. Fragments of torches found at Salzberg.
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Mr. H. St. George Gray in 1908, in the Roman amphitheatre, led to the un-
covering and the opening up of a prehistoric shaft over which the Romans had
heaped their embankment (31). The shaft, which appears to correspond in its
main features with the shafts at Cissbury and at Grimes Graves, was cleared out
to a depth of 30 feet, and a number of deer-horn picks, in good preservation and
showing signs of wear, were discovered in the filling. It is to be hoped that
further investigations will be prosecuted at Maumbury Rings and that the object
of the shaft will be finally ascertained.

I feel convinced that there must be many more examples of ancient mining
in this country,1 where this interesting and instructive branch of archaeological
research has hitherto attracted but little attention. Prehistoric mines are, how-
ever, well worthy of investigation as good evidence of what the intelligence and
ingenuity of man could accomplish by the aid of a simple tool provided by
Nature, picked up in a forest, and adapted to many purposes by the severance of
some of its superfluous branches, which, in their turn, were made use of in con-
junction with the principal implement in mining for flint and metals.

And, in conclusion, I must express my indebtedness to the authorities of the
British Museum, to our President and Mr. Reginald A. Smith; to Baron A. de Loe',
of the Musee royal du Cinquantenaire of Brussels, and to M. A. Rutot of the
Musee royal d'Histoire naturelle in that town, the well-known authority on
matters of prehistoric research, as well as to H. Kustos Joseph Szombathy of the
Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum, Vienna, for much valuable advice and assistance
in gathering together the materials which have served as a ground-work to this
paper and for permission to photograph and illustrate many of the implements
comprised in the valuable collections committed to their charge.

1 Since this paper was written Mr. R. Garraway Rice, a Fellow of our Society, has called my
attention to quite recent discoveries of neolithic flint-mines at West Stoke, near Chichester, where
a deer-horn pick has been found.
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